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PURPOSE OF THESE WORKSHOPS
Exchange of Information
• For LPEA to understand member desires
• For members to understand LPEA’s direction, accomplishments and challenges

LPEA MISSION STATEMENT

LPEA VISION STATEMENT

LPEA provides its members safe, reliable
electricity at the lowest reasonable cost
while being environmentally responsible.

Shaping the future by building
trustworthy community partnerships
as an innovative, forward-thinking
industry leader, delivering excellence
in our member-owned cooperative.

RECAP FROM
TH
APRIL 13
WORKSHOP

APRIL 13TH TOPICS
• Coop history
• The purpose of the Generation & Transmission coop model
• Tri-State and LPEA renewable accomplishments to date

• The challenges associated with distributed generation
• Policy, Pricing, Physics

• What can be done given today’s constraints?
• Lot’s of healthy discussion
• See www.lpea.com for the previous presentation (Community  Education  Workshops)

FEEDBACK /
UPDATES

TIME OF USE RATE
• A rate that more closely aligns what LPEA charges with the expenses it incurs
• Standard rate is a blended rate

• Feedback
• Enthusiastic member acceptance
• Sends the proper pricing signal to LPEA members for not only when they should use their
electricity, but also when they should generate
• Members love the opportunity to save

• A TOU rate is the strategic direction that LPEA wants to
head for all residential members

TIME OF USE RATE CHALLENGE FOR SOLAR
• Due to solar production primarily occurring during off-peak hours, resulting net- metered
compensation is lower
• Average of 7.9 cents instead of 12.5 cents
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• Although LPEA would still be providing compensation greater than the
5.5 cents it saves, the 7.9 cents would negatively impact solar paybacks

• Could LPEA provide additional compensation if solar is coupled
with energy storage?
• On peak rate will provide 23 cents (enough for solar plus batteries?)

• If LPEA could control the battery charging and discharging, higher
compensation could be realized. LPEA is evaluating program options.
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• Could solar become a capacity providing asset if coupled with
energy storage?
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HOSTING CAPACITY UPDATE
• Rooftop solar installations are requiring a greater number of system upgrades
• Larger systems are being installed
• Higher penetrations

• Engineering voltage studies have to look at the worst case scenario
• Even if it only occurs a few times a year

• “Smart” inverter settings may be able to curtail production only at times of high voltage
• Additional capacity could be installed without compromising voltage
• Overall energy production would be less per watt installed depending on amount of
automatic curtailment
• Pilot project in near future once agreements are established

OTHER HOSTING CAPACITY SOLUTIONS
• CVR (Conservation Voltage Reduction) feedback system
• Involves constant voltage monitoring at the end of the lines and automatically reduce voltage
at substations when possible
• Would work in conjunction with smart inverters and reduce curtailment likelihood
• Costly to implement and will increase regulator maintenance expense
• LPEA with evaluate the many pros and cons and present to board

• Met with several local solar installers with discussion on hosting capacity
• LPEA is evaluating the possibility of using more specific system design data when considering
interconnection eligibility

• LPEA is constantly monitoring new technology advancements that can assist with
increasing hosting capacity

UPDATE OF LPEA’S REQUEST TO INCREASE THE 5%
• Voting board members unanimously approved a resolution for LPEA staff to formally
engage Tri-State for solution to increase LPEA’s distributed generation allowance
• LPEA presented this desire to the Tri-State contract committee along with
supporting reasoning
• Although some in the committee shared LPEA’s point of view, the majority were
concerned about the resulting cost shift to the other Tri-State members that would
occur
• LPEA will develop a “whitepaper” to further support its position and try again
• Tri-State Policy 118 – a possible alternative solution?
• Tri-State will purchase locally installed generation at market price and LPEA can add to
the offer if it elects to do so
• Shifts the issue from a “policy” constraint to a “pricing” constraint with no limits

SMARTHUB ENHANCEMENTS
New Net Metering Analysis Module

AUDIENCE SURVEY:
WHAT IS THE PRIMARY RENEWABLE OBJECTIVE?
A. Is it environmental? Reduction of greenhouse gases?
• Most efficient means to accomplish this is through utility scale, centralized renewable
generation in a location where the resource and the transmission system already exist

B. Is it the desire for “local” generation? Green economy?
• Supports local economy, but will not displace coal as quickly

C.

Is it independence? How would you define independence?
• Is the vision that LPEA would be its own micro-grid?
• Expensive if you want to maintain current reliability standards

D. Other?

